Loyal Leash Training TIPS
Train your dog using Beeps and Vibrations

General Overview
Loyal Leash is designed to train your dog to pause when it hears the “BEEP” signal which is delivered to
the collar when your dog starts tugging or pulling too hard. The following are guidelines to train your dog
to pause and begin enjoying pleasant walks.

It’s important to know that your dog must understand exactly what you want them to do as a reaction
to the beep or vibration. The following training tips will guide you in getting your dog to “Pause” when
they hear the BEEP sound from the collar.
Remember: Our goal is to get them to pause when they hear the beep.
For best results, go at your dog’s pace, train in a positive manner using energetic verbal commands,
praise, pats and reward treats.

Basic Set-Up
Note: Always Power up device before attaching collar to your dog.

1. Power on your Loyal Leash control handle by pressing and holding the power button
for 3-seconds
2. Next: Power on your Loyal Leash collar by pressing and holding the power button until it Beeps once.
3. The display on your Loyal Leash control handle should now read MANUAL (default settings) and have
two battery life icons at the top of the display.
1. Both battery icons at the top of the display of the control handle indicates the control handle and
collar are properly communicating.
4. Next, adjust the collar to fit around your dog’s neck. This should be a firm fit but not too tight for best
results.
5. Now attach the leash to both the collar and the leash handle.
You are now ready to begin using Loyal Leash.

Setting the stage for success
To begin training, start in a small, boring space indoors.
(An outdoor environment may be too distracting to begin training with all the possible variety of smells,
sounds, and sights. Your dog may be too stimulated to hear the beep or feel the vibration.)
As you progress and your dog begins to respond consistently to the beep, then introduce more
stimulating areas like your backyard and eventually your neighborhood.

Training Step 1
Step 1:
• Attach the collar to your dog while you hold the Loyal Leash control handle. (Do not attach the leash
until Step 2)
• With a short distance of separation between you and your dog, press and release the Beep
button
on the controller, then give your dog the command to “Come.” Entice them with an enthusiastic voice
while showing them the treat
• Once your dog obeys the command, reward them generously using an excited voice and heavy on the
treats.
• Repeat this step several times increasing the distance between you and your dog.
• Once your dog continually responds correctly begin step 2.

Training Step 2
Step 2:
• Attach the leash to both the dog collar and Loyal Leash control handle
• With treats in hand begin to allow your dog to walk on the leash. (This can be indoors or outdoors in a
calm environment)
• Press and release the beep button to assure your dog is still responding correctly and generously
reward them accordingly
• Allow your dog to begin walking, then test to assure they respond properly and reward accordingly.
• As you introduce them to more stimulating environments be sure to periodically test their reaction to
the beep
• If your dog begins to struggle responding or begins to tug, you may want to add the vibration
warning along with voice commands and reward treats to help get their attention

Training Step 3
Step 3:
• Repeat step 2 several times to assure your dog is responding correctly
• Begin to introduce more stimulating environments
• NOTE: Each new environment will require training so have those treats ready when introducing your
dog to a new area.
• Once your dog responds correctly in each environment that you intend to walk your dog in, then you
are ready to move into Auto Mode.
• (See programming manual to change from Manual Mode to Auto Mode)

Using Static Correction
DISCLAIMER
Loyal Leash is designed to train your dog to pause when it hears the “BEEP” signal which is delivered to
the collar when your dog starts tugging or pulling too hard. It is equipped with an optional static
correction and should only be used as a last resort for those over stimulated or rambunctious dogs that
just didn’t respond properly to the beep and vibration training methods.

It should only be used in Manual Mode during training sessions and not used to control your dog during
walks.
Note: The static correction has a range of 1% to 100%.
• Level 100 is equal to the standard e-collar static levels such as invisible fences or remote collars, while
Level 1 is equal to 1% of the standard static levels.
• Level 1 (or 1%) will feel more like an irritation or itch and should distract your dog or cause them to
pause or come back to you. All dogs are different, some may require higher levels of static to distract
or get their attention. Finding the correct level is important to successful training.
• All buttons on the Loyal Leash are designed for press and release. Only upon release will the unit send
the signal. This prevents abuse and prevents over corrections.
Remember, the goal is still to get your dog to respond to the beep sound and you should never try to
control your dog using the static correction.

Using Static Correction
• Loyal Leash is programmed to beep before the static correction is delivered, this allows your dog to hear and
respond to the beep instead of depending on a correction.
• Treats and verbal praise should still be a part of the training session even if static correction is necessary.
• Once your dog begins to pull excessively begin by sending them a beep warning followed by a verbal command such
as “Easy.”
• If they do not respond repeat this step using the vibration button.
• If they still do not respond a static correction may be necessary starting at level (1) and increasing until the
static signal gets their attention.

• Once the static level gets their attention, use voice commands and generous treats to reward them for pausing.
Reminder: It is important to follow a correction with voice commands like “Easy” and reward your dog generously with
treats when they obey the signals.

